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Arduino 2 - more state machines and iteration
The story so far

for(;;;) loops
state machines using humans

exhausted -> sleep -> awake -> hungry -> working -> exhausted
use a simple state machine to record the status of a switch

momentary switches don't save state for us
sensors don't save state for us 
on/off switches save state for us -- we can test them whenever we like
variables can save our state

a state machine consists of:
states:  hungry, tired, on, off,  sleep, attract
transitions that lead from one state to another
conditions that cause a transition:  button press, sensor input, class is over, 5 minutes since a button was pushed
actions that can happen while in a state or during a transition:  turn on a motor, eat lunch, flash an LED, 

introduce the idea of calibration of a sensor now that we know on/off
going directly from off to on might start us off with bad data or before our outputs are ready
calibrate is a good state to do after turning on but before actually doing anything:

off -> calibrate ->  functioning
calibrate is where you can take a baseline reading in your code instead of having to change variables and 
recompile
Example of light detector or thermometer:  If you hard-code values in a room that is very bright or very cold, you'll 
need to change those values and recompile if your demo is in a dim or hot room.

use a complex state machine to light different LEDs based on a sensor
states are on, off, calibrate, same, lighter, darker
start with off -> calibrate
calibrate -> same
same -> brighter:  hey, this code is almost the same!
brighter -> darker using the subroutine

Other odd bits
use "const" for variables  that should never be  changed while the program is running:

const float pi = 3.14;
const int daysInAWeek = 7;


